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ABSTRACT: Neuromorphic systems have given enhancements over the years, supporting Spiking neural 

networks (SNN) event-driven nature in the demonstration of low power utilization. The neuromorphic 

systems require high integration to create a useful functional silicon brain-like, moving to 3D integrated 

circuits (3D-ICs) with the three- dimensional network on chip (3D- NoC) interconnecting an appropriate 

approach that permits scalable design, shorter connections, and lower power consumption. Therefore mega 

dense neuromorphic systems also encounter the reliability issue where a single point of failure can hit the 

system’s operation. The methodology represents NASH, a fault-tolerant 3D- NoC according to neuromorphic 

as processing elements, fine spiking neuron processing cores (SNPCs) with spike- timing-dependent- 

plasticity (STDP) on-chip learning. The outcome on MNIST classification, using the fault-tolerant shortest-

path K-means-based multicast routing algorithm (FTSP-KMCR), it exhibits the NASH system and can 

maintain high accuracy for up to 30% permanent liability to interconnect with acceptable regions and power 

on high when compared to other existing systems. 
 

KEYWORDS: Digital Neuromorphic, Spiking neural network, Fault-tolerant , Spiking neuron processing 
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                                                                                I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Spike-based mostly neuro-inspired computing has step by step gained awareness each to produce higher 

insight into the brain's computation and to explore this computation through event-driven neuro-inspired 

systems. Spiking neural networks (SNN) square measure used in several applications, like vision systems, 

brain-computer interface , neuro- robotics management and call making, and brain stimulation. SNN tries to 

simulate the information process inside the biological brain, which requires parallel arrays of neurons to 

speak via spikes . In cryptography information as spikes, SNN employs a writing theme which might be rate 

writing, population writing, or temporal coding. The vegetative cell dynamics of this model are thought of as 

an associate integration method, together with a spiking mechanism. Typical spikes no matter their amplitude 

and from square measure handled as similar events, and from the point to finish, last regarding 2 

milliseconds traveling down nerve fiber lengths[1]. Another spiking somatic cell model that is noted for its 

elaborated simulation of the particle channels of a biological somatic cell is the Hodgkin and Huxley model. 

This model is nonlinear and random. However, it's complicated, making it less ideal for large-scale 

simulation and hardware implementation. Software simulation of SNN has shown to be a flexible way of 

exploring the behavior .Hardware implementation (neuromorphic system) on the other hand, provides an 

alternative approach that holds thepotential for independent spikes to be generated accurately, and resulting 
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spikesto be simultaneously fired in real-time. Also, hardware implementation has the edge of computational 

acceleration over software simulations, and peculiar multi-neuro-core neuromorphic architectures can 

leverage the parallelism and spike sparsity available in SNN to deliver fast processing with low power. 

Recent artificial neural networks (ANNs) consist of several layers, and this has caused the term deep neural 

network (DNN). Each layer of a DNN is often expressed as a two-dimensional (2D) structure, creating the 

complete network itself a three-dimensional (3D) structure. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

The neuromorphic chips in 2D domain is a 14-nm 60-mm2 manycore on-chip learning processor. Hence 

processor uses off-chip communication interfaces in a hierarchical mesh fashion for connecting the chips. In 

a four-core binate weight neuromorphic chip is applied[4]. Most core houses contain 512 LIF neurons, of 

entire 528K binary junctions unified in three levels, and a speculative spike-driven joint pliability learning. 

Therefore the absolutely integrated digital SNN chips which given, mixed-signal seems to be captivating so 

can exactly follow the dynamics of actual neural systems[5]. The main specimen of this system is described 

as the ROLLS neuromorphic processor. ROLLS has 128K analog synapses and 256 neuron circuits that 

support Hence the plausible dynamics and also bi-stable spike-based pliability mechanisms lead to the well-

known learning abilities. The asynchronous digital logic circuits are combined for synapses and to the 

network configurations. Rolls get evaluated and reveal the perfect characteristics of a pattern recognition 

task. It requires a complicated implementation to deal with challenges of scalability and precision. True 

North is another 2D neuromorphic chip with 4096 cores arranged in a mesh topology of 64 × 64. The system 

uses a butterfly fat-tree- based topology, that includes mimics the brain’s connectivity more closely, will not 

able to be mapped on an ASIC design because its shape led to the devastation of the silicon area. The point-

to-point way in the parent node controls the path diversity hence the bandwidth imbalance here makes the 

thermal hot spots increases. So the conventional 3D- ICs, TSVs cast-off vertical links between layers and it 

makes a reduction of hops in the 2D counterparts which includes TSVs enable the biological characteristics 

of spiking neurons in which the proposed system makes use of the TSVs as neuronal membrane and 

enhances the capacitance of TSV accordingly.. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 
The all-inclusive architecture of the proposed fault-tolerant 3D-NoC-based neuromorphic system (NASH). 

The 3D mesh-based architecture is composed of many nodes. Every node is created with the use of a 

spiking neuron processing core (SNPC), a fault-tolerant multicast 3D router (FTMC- 3DR)[3] .The SNPC 

implants256 LIF neurons with the crossbar-based synapse[6]. LIF model is certified and it is impulsive or 

most learning a is suitable for digital implementation due to its modest hardware cost. The resulting spike 

from a LIF neuron while executing the task is sent to post-synaptic neurons, which could either be in the 

same SNPC. If in the same SNPC, the spike is acquired by the post-synaptic neurons later it has been 

identified, and the weights of its synapse with the pre-synaptic neurons is obtained through the crossbar. 

Hence the destination SNPC is completely different because the spike is encoded at the network interface as 

a packet uploaded to local FTMC- 3DR which routes it to the target SNPC(s) attached synaptic neurons 

occupied. In destination SNPC(s), the spike is translated, postsynaptic neurons are occupied. In destination 

SNPC(s), the spike is translated, postsynaptic neurons located, and with the synapse value obtained by the 

crossbar, dispatched to the postsynaptic neurons. 
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Architecture Of Fault Tolerant Routing Interconnect System For Neural NoC 

 

The encoder and decoder is NI between an SNPC and its local FTMC-3DR. The first 2 bits indicate the 

00Type00 of the flit: ‘‘00’’ for configuration and ‘‘11’’for the spike. The next 9 bits are used to represent 

the address of the source neuron. The following 6 bits are documented on time in which the source neuron 

blasted the spike[7]. The last 64 bits is used for the spike array from presynaptic neurons. To ensure 

economical operation, we have a tendency to adopt and explore the k-means based mostly} multicast 

routing algorithmic rule (KMCR) and also the shortest path k-means based multicast routing algorithmic 

rule (SP-KMCR).The KMCR routes spike pack ets by 1st dividing the destination nodes into subgroups, 

and inside these subgroups, centre of mass nodes that have the smallest amount distance from the opposite 

nodes within the set ar hand-picked[8]. 
 

 

 
Diagram of an artificial neuron with n inputs with their corresponding synaptic weights. All weighted 

inputs are added and an activation function controls the generation of the output signal. 
 

The packets are then routed to those centre of mass nodes and from these centre of mass nodes, employing a 

spanning subtree, to the destination nodes. The SP-KMCR additionally operates in an exceedingly similar 

manner, dividing the destination nodes into subgroups and so scheming the source’s distance to all or any 

the nodes within the subgroups. However, in contrast to the KMCR, that uses centroids, the SP-KMCR 

selects a node (SP node) within the set with a lowest distance from the supply node and sends packets . 
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IV. RESULTS 
 

The projected system was designed in Verilog-HDL, synthesis and layout were created with Cadence tools. 

For ASIC implementation, we have a tendency to use NANGATE 45nm open-cell library because the 

commonplace cells, Open RAM for generating the system memory and TSV from FreePDK3D45 [7]. To 

explore the potency of the writer, we have a tendency to appraise the neurons interconnect performance 

mistreatment 2 benchmarks named Inverted apparatus (network size a pair of two} 2 3), and Wisconsin 

(network size three of three} 3 3) performing arts 2 experiments. the primary experiment was distributed 

while not faults, mistreatment the SP-KMCR, KMCR, and also the baseline XYZ unicast based mostly 

(UB) multicast routing algorithms[8]. The second was distributed with faults mistreatment the FTSP-

KMCR and also the FT-KMCR algorithms. we have a tendency to conjointly perform system performance 

analysis, by classifying MNIST knowledge set with on-chip and off-chip learning. what is more, we have a 

tendency to appraise NASH’s hardware complexity in terms of space and power and gift a comparison with 

some notable existing works. The system analyses the network presentation in terms of standard latency and 

output for the SP-KMCR, KMCR, and XYZ-UB algorithms. The primary observation on SP-KMCR, 

KMCR, and also the XYZ- UB as represented show similar performance in terms of output on the Inverted 

setup benchmark inside the zero.08 and 0.2 vary of SR. this leads to the outcome of all 3 algorithms can 

well service spike traffics inside this vary. Hence the outcome of the XYZ-UB saturates at SR of zero.2 

whereas that of the KMCR and SP-KMCR continues to extend. 

 

 
Accuracy Comparison 

 

 

 
Efficiency Comparison 
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However, they each perform some pre-processing on the information set, which makes classification easier. 

Odin especially utilized skewing and down sampling, which additionally simplified the information set. a 

tutor signal was additionally accustomed to enhance the coaching. NASH to 28nm (0.55V) with a well-

known scaling equation adopted from and its conjunction operation (SOP) when put next thereupon of Odin 

as shown in, consumes less energy at one.397pJ per SOP. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
Hence the paper verifies the hardware design, architecture, and evaluation of a fault-tolerant 3D-NoC-based 

neuromorphic system using the on-chip learning named NASH system. The methodology system leverages 

the low communication cost, high scalability and parallelism, and throughput in 3D- NoC for a 

neuromorphic system that supports large SNN in a massive number. To handle challenges that may arise in 

spike communication and lead to performance degradation, we employed the FTSP-KMCR routing 

algorithm. We presented the network and performance evaluation of NASH with and without faults. 

Moreover, the experiments show that the proposed NASH achieves better accuracy with less ACT when 

compared to the baseline system and sustains a 97.6% accuracy with up to 30% fault rate while 

experiencing a 40% increase in the ACT as opposed to the baseline system. As future work, we intend to 

further explore large-scale biological applications that will leverage NASH’s potential and reveal other 

aspects of its efficiency. Furthermore, these applications could provide guidelines for other may need to be 

included in NASH for efficiency, fault- tolerance, and performance. 
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